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A POSSIBLEEXPLANATIONFORTHE PRESENTDIFFERENCEBETWEEN

LINEAR NOISETHEORYANDEXPERIMENTALDATAFOR

SUPERSONICHELICAL TIP SPEEDPROPELLERS

James H. Dittmar
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

SUMMARY

High speed turboprops are attractive candidates for future aircraft
because of their high propulsive efficiency. However, the noise of their
propellers may create a cabin environment problem for the aircraft powered by
these propellers. The noise of some propeller models has been measured, and
predictions of the noise using a method based on the Ffowcs Williams -
Hawkings equation have been made. The predictions and data agree well at
lower helical tip Mach numbers but deviate above Mach 1.0. This paper invest-
igates some possible reasons why the theory does not predict the data andl

focuses on improvement of the aerodynamic inputs as the most likely remedy.
In particular, it is proposed that an increase in the drag and a decrease in
the lift near the tip of the blade, where the majority of the noise is gener-
ated, is warranted in the input to the theory. " ::

{

INTRODUCTION _

The noise of three model propellers was measured in the NASALewis
8-by-6-foot wind tunnel in 1978 (refs. I and 2). Pictures of the three
individual blades and of a complete propeller model are shown in the wind
tunnel in figure 1. An existing linear noise model by Farassat:(refs. 3 to
5), based on the solution of the Ffowcs Williams - Hawkings equation (ref. 6),
was exercised to compare with the measured data (reported in 1980, ref. 7).
Plots showing the theory-data comparisons for the blade passing tone versus
helical tip Mach number are repeated herein (fig. 2). As can be seen, the
theory and data compare well for all three propellers at the lower helical tip
Mach numbers, but above Mach 1.0 the theoretical curve continues to rise with
Mach number, while the wind tunnel data level off. When reference 7 was pub-
lished, it was not clear whether the theory or the datawere incorrect, since
the data taken in the wind tunnel might have been contaminatedby reflections
from the acoustically hard wind tunnel walls; however, it is not likely that
reverberations would lead to measurements that were too low as figure 2 sug-
gests. As part of the test program on these propeller models, one of them,
SR-3, was flown on the NASADryden Jetstar airplane, and noise data were taken
with fuselage mounted microphones. A comparison of the wind tunnel and the
airplane data (ref. 8; see fig. 3) revealed very good agreement. Thereby, the
suspicion of error shifts to the theoretical noise model.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the input parameters to the
linear noise model and to explore what might bring the theory and data into
better agreement.



ANALYSIS

Ffowcs Williams- HawkingsEquation

The noise predictionmethod of reference7 was developedby Farassat
(refs.3 to 5). The startingpoint of this analysis is the Ffowcs Williams-
Hawkingsequation (ref. 6). The formulationof the equation (withoutthe
quadrupoleterm) that was used by Farassatis

1 a2p' 2p' a (f)] aaxi

where C is the speed of sound, Po is the density in the undisturbed
medium, P' is the acousticpressure,and VN is the local velocitynormal
to the surfaceof the blade. The blade is describedby f(x,t) = O. The
local force on the fluid (per unit area) at the surfaceof the blade is
denoted by Li, and a(f) is the Dirac delta function. The first term on
the right of the equationrepresentsthe volume displacementeffect and is
usuallyreferredto as the thicknessterm. The second term representsthe
force exertedon the air and is usuallyreferredto as the loadingterm. The
two terms on the right hand side of the equation are inputsto the equation.

For this study it was initiallyassumedthat the FfowcsWilliams-
Hawkingsequationcan be used at low supersonichelicaltip Mach numbersand
further that Farassat'ssolutionto this equationis correct. If either of
these assumptionsis incorrect,then a differenttheory or solutionwould be
required. The possibilityof this theorybeing incorrectis discussedin
reference9, which approachedthe problemusing shock waves, in reference10,
which investigatedthe effectof nonlinearterms in equation (1), and in
reference11, which used a nonlinearapproximationto an equationfrom
reference12. This study was conductedto investigatewhat might be changed
in the use of this existingtheory,based on the Ffowcs Williams- Hawkings
equation,to bring the theoreticalresultsmore in line with the data. The
main thrust here lies with the possiblityof error in the inputsto this
equation and with where an improvementcould most likelybe made.

Inputs to Equation

The inputsto the thicknessterm, the first term on right hand side of
equation (1), are the actual coordinatesof the blade surface. Since these
are existing blades,the physicaldimensionsof the blades are easily con-
firmed,and this is not a likelysource of error. The actual positionof the
blades in space as a result of blade bending,etc., may be a source of error
but, in general,the thicknessnoise is probablynot a likelyarea for error.
However,the aerodynamicforces on the air due to the blades,which are input
to the equation (ref. 7) are not as well known. These aerodynamicloads were
based on two-dimensionalstrip theory and may be in error, particularlynear
the tip where the flow is highly three-dimensionaland where the majority of
the noise is probablygenerated. The loadingnoise is then the term most sus-
pect and in need of furtherinvestigation.



Gutin Formulation

Since the loadingnoise is under consideration,asimplification can be
achievedby using an earlierformulationof propellernoise thatconsiders
only loadingnoise. In particular,the propellernoise formulationof Gutin
(ref. 13) will be used to illustratethe propellerloadingnoise and its com-
ponents. In the Gutin formulationthe propellerexerts two forces on the air,
a thrust force and a torque force. Gutin consideredthese forces to act in
one plane, as opposedto the Farassatmodel, which also allows the forces to
be distributedalong the chord of the propeller. The generalcharacterof the
solution should probablynot be greatly affectedby this difference,so that
inferencesdrawn from these two models should be similar.

The Gutin model uses a spanwiseintegration,of the forces to determine
the sound pressure. This integration,shown below, is equation (9) of refer-
ence 13 with some changesin symbolsto make the notationin this report
consistent.

m _II fRo (_ dT -iCm n____cdMT /m_l )
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where P is the sound pressure, m is the harmonic number, mI is the cir'"
cular frequency of the fundamental tone, c is the speed of sound, r'!S_:the,
distance to"the observer, R is the distance along the blade span from_0to
_o, Ro is the outer radius of the propeller, T is the thrust force, o '
is the angle from the propeller axis to the observer, n is the number Of
propeller blades, MT is the torque, and €m and nm are phase angles
in the Fourier decomposition of the thrust and torque noise contributions,
respectively.

The aerodynamicinputsto this model are then the thrust T and torque
MT distributionsfrom hub to tip for the propeller. The thrust and torque
terms in equation (2) show that in the forward arc the two terms act in oppo-
sition (oppositesign); while in the rear arc the cosine term changessign,
and the thrust and torquecontributionscombineto give the peak noise. The
resultingtwo-lobeddirectivitypatternhas a forwardpeak and minimumand a
larger rearwardpeak. (SeeGutin, ref. 13.) The patternhas been observed
previously (refs.8 and 14). A plot of the sidelineblade-passagetone direc-
tivity for the SR-3 propellerfrom reference14 is repeatedhere in figure 4.
The peaks and the minimumhave been shifteddownstreamin the tunnel by the
high axial Mach number,which is not includedin the Gutin theory. This
similaritybetweenthe predictedand measured shapes lends furthercredibility
to the belief that the Gutin analysisprovidesthe proper trendsfor the
thrust and torque terms.

The Gutin analysiswas derivedfor propellerswhere the airfoilchord was
in the plane of rotation. For this blade settingthe airfoillift was along
the axis of the propeller,and the drag was in the rotationaldirection(fig.
5(a)). Therefore,the sectionthrust was derivedfrom the lift force, and the
torque from the drag force multipliedby the radius of the sectionunder con-
sideration. Under these conditionsit would have been possibleto look
separatelyat the effectsof thrust and torque,to see how the trends of the



equationcomparedwith the data, and therebyto inferwhether the lift or the
drag was the most likelyaerodynamicparameterneedingto be changed. Gener-
ally, however,the propellerairfoilsare set at some angle B with respect
to the propellerplane of rotation (fig. 5(b)). This angle varies along the
span of the blade so that each hub to tip airfoilsectionhas a different
angle. The thrust and torque terms, therefore,containcomponentsof both the
airfoillift and drag, and the amountof each componentvaries along the
span. Consequently,it is necessaryto look at both the lift and drag terms
to determinewhich is most likely in need of change.

Variationof Lift and Drag with Mach Number

The procedureis to examinethe variationof the lift and drag with
helical tip Mach number and compare their behaviorswith that of the noise
data. To do this, we first examinethe lift and drag curves for the particu-
lar airfoilsectionsused in the manufactureof these propellers. Over the
outer 75 percentof these blades,a NACA 16 series airfoil is used. Since the
most noise is generatedat the largerradii (the Bessel function in equation
(2) is largerat largerradii),it is assumedthat the 16 series airfoilcan
be used to representthe propellerfor noise purposes. The three propellers
shown in figure i have low camber,and the thicknessgenerallyvaries from 5
percentthick in-boardto 2 percentthick at the tip. The propellerblades
were operatedat low sectionanglesof attack,and the noise data (fig. 2)
were taken at constantadvanceratio, so that this angle remainsconstantwith
helical tip Mach number. A seriesof infiniteaspectratio NACA 16 series
airfoilshas been tested and plots of the lift and drag coefficients(profile)
have been compiled (ref. 15). Plots for an NACA 16-004 airfoilat a 2- angle
of attack have been chosenfrom that work as the most appropriatefor this
investigationand are repeatedhere in figure 6. The basic similarityof the
16 series family of curves and the transonicsimilarityrules (refs.16 and
17) indicatethat this NACA 16-004 airfoilwill be a good approximationover
the entire outer range of the blade (5 to 2 percentthick) at least to the
accuracyneeded for the comparisonswith the noise measured in decibels. -

As can be seen from figure 6(a), the lift coefficientis fairly flat,
with a magnitudebetween0.2 and 0.3 over the Mach number range indicated,and
does not exhibit the curve shape of the noise data (fig. 2). On the other
hand the profiledrag coefficientat a lift coefficientof 0.2 (fig. 6(b))
followsa typicaldrag rise curve (exhibitedby most airfoils)and is very
similarin shape to the noise curve of figure 2. This similarityis a strong
indicationthat the drag force inputsto the theorymay be in error. /To
further investigatethis possibility,a comparisonof the measurednoise and
the noise increase expected from this drag rise was undertaken.

Drag Rise Variationwith Mach Number and Comparisonwith Noise

The drag on an airfoilsectioncan be calculatedfrom the drag coeffi-
cient of figure 6(b) by the formula

D = ½ pV2CDS (3)



where p is the density,V the free-streamvelocity,C the drag coeffi-
cient, and S is the sectionarea. From equation (2), _f it is assumedfor
now that thrust and torque are dominatedby the drag, it follows that the
pressureshould be proportionalto the drag (approximately)and that the noise
variation is

dB = 20 log CDM2 (4)
M2

CD,ref ref

where M is the free-streamMach number and where constantdensityis
assumed. To determinethe shape of the curve with respectto Mach number,a
referenceMach numberof 0.85 was chosen. This resulted in the curve of
figure 7. The shape is very similar to that of the propellernoise. It
should be noted here that the Besselfunction in equation (2) is also Mach
number dependentand that the inclusionof this term could modify the shape of
the noise curve somewhatsince only the variationof the drag term with Mach
number is plottedhere. If the inclusionof this term resultsin a large
change in curve shape, it might indicatethat some modificationto the theory
or solutionmay be needed.

To comparethe variationof the drag (fig. 7) with the noise data (fig.
2), it is assumedthat the helicaltip Mach number is the representativeMach
number to be used. This is equivalentto sayingthat most of the noise is
generatedat the tip. In addition,since the wind tunnel operates at differ-
ent densitiesfor differentaxial Mach numbers,the noise data need to be
adjustedto constantconditions. This was done previously(ref. 8) for the
SR-3 propellerdata and has been done here for the data from all three propel-
ler models. Finally,in order to comparethe drag curve variationwith the
noise, the curveswere matched at the designcondition(helicaltip Mach num-
ber of 1.14). This matchingwas in level only, and no changeswere made in
the Mach number axis. It should be noted here that the SR-3 propellernoise
level at designwas significantlylower than the other two propellersas a
resultof a tailoredsweep built into the blades to providenoise cancellation
from the varioushub to tip blade sections. The sweep was based on a solution
of equation (1) and is roughlyequivalentto adjusting cm and nm in
equation (2) to obtain phase cancellation. Even with the cancellationbrought
about by tailoring cm and nm for the varioushub to tip sections,the
basic drag curve would still apply at each section. Thus, the Mach number
variationof the calculateddrag noise in the solutionwould probablyremain
the same. Therefore,figure 7 is also used in comparingwith the noise data
of SR-3 with only an adjustmentin level. With these adjustmentsmade, figure
8 comparesthe variationof the drag noise (eq. (4)) and the noise data, with
helicaltip Mach number. As can be seen the calculateddrag curve shape
agrees very well with the noise curve for all three propellermodels. This
agreementis especiallygood for the SR-3 propellerwhich had the tailored
sweep to providenoise cancellation. The good agreementpoints toward the
drag as a strong candidatefor the cause of the curve shape observed in the
data.

The identificationof the drag input as most likelyto be in error is
consistentwith the performancedata of reference18. Here, a comparisonof
the measureddesign point efficiencyof these three propellers(fig. 14 of



ref. 18) with the predictedefficiencies(fig. 13 of ref. 18) shows that all
three propellersare less efficientthan expectedfrom the two-dimensional
aerodynamicsanalysis. (It may be that a three-dimensionalanalysismight
also fail to predictperformancebecauseof unpredictedphenomenasuch as
separation,etc.) This differencein predictedand measuredefficienciesis
attributedin reference18 to compressibilitylosses (drag rise). It is prob-
able that some portionof these unexpectedlosseswould result in more drag
noise. The same generalnoise curve shape is found for helicopternoise (ref.
19), and this also is expectedbecausethe helicopterairfoilsexhibita
similardrag curve shape.

The simple additionof more drag and, therefore,more drag noise, into
the solutionof equation (1) would probablynot result in a curve shape match-
ing the data becausethe loadingnoise predictionalone exceeds the data.
Therefore,it would be necessaryfor the lift noise to decreaseunder the con-
ditions for which the drag noise becomes dominant. This would be equivalent
to sayingthat the noise controllingtip region of the propellersproduces
less lift as well as more drag than expected.

If the lift to drag ratio of about 10, shown for the infiniteaspect
ratio wing of figure6, holds valid near the propellertip, the lift noise
would dominateover the drag noise. However, it is probablethat the major
noise producingregion of the blade near the propellertip producesless lift
and more drag than that indicatedby figure 6.

A wing of finite aspect ratio exhibitsa lower lift coefficientand a
greaterdrag coefficientas the result of tip effects. These tip effects are
primarilythe resultof air moving from the pressuresurfaceof the wing to
the suction surfacearoundthe tip, therebycreatinga vortex (ref. 20). The
general trend for an airfoilwith reduced aspectratio is to have an increase
in drag, referredto as induceddrag, and a reductionin the effectiveangle
of attackwhich results in less lift. An exampleof this can be seen in
figure 9, which was redrawnfrom reference21 (figs.2 and 3) and was based on
work reportedin reference22. As can be seen, as the aspect ratio of a wing
decreases,the lift coefficientalso decreasesfor lift coefficientsgreater
than zero (fig. 9(a)). For example,at a 4° angle of attackthe lift coeffi-
cient is more than cut in half, from 0.65 (pointA) to 0.28 (pointB), when
the aspect ratio is reducedfrom 7 to 1. The increasein drag with decreasing
aspect ratio can be seen in figure 9(b). For example, in going betweenpoints
correspondingto the previousexample,the drag coefficienthas increasedfrom
roughly0.025 to 0.035. This illustratesthe generaltrend for the overall
airfoilloss of lift and increasein drag as a resultof the tip effect of a
finite aspectratio wing. As the aspectratio becomessmaller,the tip sec-
tions representa largerportionof the airfoiland the effect on the overall
airfoilperformancebecomes larger. At the tip sections,where the effect
occurs, there is of course a larger percentagechange than for the airfoilas
a whole. At the very tip of the blade the airflowfrom the pressureto suc-
tion surfaceof the blade may effectivelydestroythe lift and result in a
local lift to drag ratio of less than one.

The tip sectionof the propellerblade is believedto be the major noise
producingregionof the blade, so with the increaseddrag and decreasedlift
indicatedfor the tip, the dominanceby the drag noise becomespossible.
These increasesin drag and decreasesin lift at the tip, althoughlocally



large, would probably not have a major effect on the overall performance of
the propeller since the portion of the span would be small. The small differ-
ences in predicted and measured efficiencies mentioned earlier may be the
result of the propeller tip effects mentioned here.

Since the predictions using equation (i) from reference 7 did not show
the thickness noise to be dominant at the rearward peak noise angle, a change
in the thickness term would probably not be necessary to bring the predicted

, and experimental curves together. The most likely changes required to bring
the theory in better agreement with the data are to increase the tip drag and
reduce the tip lift inputs to the theory so that the drag noise is more domi-
nant in the theoretical solution. This, of course, should not be done arbi-
trarily. An improved three-dimensional aerodynamic theory with viscous
effects should be developed. Until this is available empirical methods will
probably have to be used.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The noise predicted by linear noise theory deviates from the turboprop
experimental data at helical tip Mach numbers above one. In looking in
general at linear noise theory, it appears that the inputs to the theory and,
in particular, the inputs to the loading noise portion of the theory are most
likely in error. This loading noise consists of thrust and torque terms which
are the result of lift and drag on the airfoils. The shapes of the lift and
drag inputs were compared with the data, and the shape of the calculated drag
term closely fit the data from the three tested propellers. This thereby
points to the drag term as the likely cause for the deviation between theory
and experiment. Since the present theory, controlled by the loading terms
(thrust and torque), overpredicts the data, a simple increase in the drag term
would probably not result in a curve shape matching the data. Therefore, it
would also be necessary to reduce the predicted lift noise. This would be
equivalent to saying that the major noise producing tip region of the blade
had both less lift and more drag than predicted by the two-dimensional strip
analysis used as input to the noise theory. This is consistent withthe fact
that the measured design point efficiencies of these blades were less than
predicted by this two-dimensional strip analysis. The paper has advanced the
proposition that, if this theory is useable to predict the data, the
aerodynamic inputs to the theory need to be improved. In particular, a good
candidate for change is to increase tip drag and reduce tip lift so that the
drag noise dominates the theoretical solution above sonic helical tip Mach
numbers.
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Figure a - Comparison of noise and drag variation with Mach number
at constant density.
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